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by the interaction of cosmic

stimuli.

In

are an ego, and recognise ourselves as such in contrast to

nature.

" Here,

between nature and individual mind as a mere difIn nature we have a content in which each
The
part is determined by all the relations which it bears to all the other parts.
moon is determined by all its relations to the earth and to all the heavenly bodies
and by its relations to its own parts (that is, in its chemical and physical composition), and by its relations to all nervous systems wherever and however existing;
and so forth. Thus the moon is exhaustively and necessarily determined, and that
On the other hand, we have in our ego a content which is
is objective nature.
determined solely by a limited number of relations, namely, by such possibilities
of interchange of energy as pass the threshold of this particular nervous system of
mine and thus this ego is not exhaustively determined, and thus it remains subjective experience, appurtenant to me especially, and subject to untold contintoo, the difference

ference of contents

emphasised.

is

;

gencies."

The bearing
but

it is

of this conclusion

on the problem of personal freedom is evident,
drawn from the doctrine of physical

further enforced by considerations

and psychical parallelism, or, as we might express it, of the one-to-one correspondence between physiological function and psychical function. The author says:

"The term 'parallelism' is not supposed to imply that the analogy prevailing between physical and psychical phenomena is a thoroughgoing one. The fact is,
that where unity is presented in the psychical (as in subjective sensation and feeland where indetermiing), in the physical the process is extremely complicated
nateness is met with in the psychical, in the physical determinateness prevails.
We cannot, accordingly, refute the theory of parallelism, by showing that no anal;

ogy prevails between the two aspects. The unconscious or non-psychical denotes
nothing but separation from my individual consciousness, and not separation from
Here forms of dethe determinations of the content of a universal consciousness.
termination abide which rank above the phenomenal world, empirically

us in individual minds

;

known to
may be

physical and psychical events in time and space

conceived as the co-ordinated means by which the free self-determination of perIn this way the critical view
is developed under the guidance of reason.
meets the requirements of scientific cognition by exhibiting nature both in physical
and psychical respects as a necessary system determined by law, while it also preserves intact the freedom of persons."
Space will not permit us to enter into details as to Dr. Lasswitz's religious and
ethical views. Their trend and their scientific pieces jiistijicatii'es may be gathered
from the foregoing specimens of his procedure. They involve a practical personal
philosophy which presents many points of interest and in many of its aspects is

sons

very ingeniously worked out.

//.

NOTICEABLE MATHEMATICAL TEXT-MOOKS.
The Elements 0/
versity,

Geo7nelry^ of Professors Phillips and Fisher, of Yale Uni-

which forms one

of the recent

volumes of the Phillips Loomis Mathemat-

lElemenis 0/ Geometry. By Andrew W. Phillips, Ph. D. and Irving Fisher, Ph. D., Professors
in Yale University.
New York, Cincinnati, Chicago American Book Company. 1896. Pages,
;

viii, 540.

Price, Si-75.
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combioes many advantages both of content and external form that will
The work is based on the old geometry of the late Proit to students.
fessor Elias Loomis, and has faithfully preserved the ideals and the traditions of
ical Series,

recommend

Photograph of

a

Model from Phillips and

Fisher's Geometry.
Illustrating the theorem that the area of a zone is equal to the
product of its altitude by the circumference of a great circle.

that excellent teacher,

whose simple and natural text-books were for their time and
Yet the book is after all essentially new

conditions nothing less than admirable.

Photograph of Geometric Model.
(From Phillips and Fisher.)
as to arrangement and method of presentation, and while we still have the old
geometry much has been done by historical notes and the introduction of practical
construction -work to enliven the mode of exposition, In the treatment of the prop-
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geometry photographs are presented of actual models of figures,
renders the work unique the aid to be derived from these
visual helps is in no wise to be underrated, and the proof of many a theorem which
is absolutely bereft of objective reality to the average imagination is here flooded
with light.
These models of which we have reproduced three specimens subserve

ositions of solid

and

this feature alone

;

a definite physiological function in the teaching of geometry, for

Sphere
(From

Phillips

it is

on

this base

Tetrahedron.
and Fisher's Geometry.)

in

that the world of conceptual form has been constructed.
In an appendix to the
book the authors have added an "Introduction to Modern Geometry," treating of
such subjects as inversion, the radical axis and coaxal circles, projection, the nine
points circle, duality, etc., and which will be useful in affording the student some

conception of the

It is

new methods.

a pleasure to notice so sound and promising a

new Elements of Algebra

1

for

work

as

Beman and

Smith's

high schools, normal schools, and academies.

Within the brief compass of four hundred and twenty-one pages these authors have
applied some of the more important devices of modern algebra to the purposes of
elementary instruction with what bids fair to be success. The remainder theorem,
the notion of functions, the graphic representation of complex numbers, the graphic

symmetry and homogeneity in factoring,
elementary determinants, etc., of which one usually sees little or nothing, are here
brought within the reach of the young student, to the great augmentation of his
power.
On the principle that the new should be introduced where needed, the
methods referred to are for the most part placed in the body of the work for example, the consideration of complex quantities before quadratics and the remainder
solution of equations, synthetic division,

;

theorem before factoring. This latter subject has received most satisfactory treatment in the book being of central importance, it is applied practically at every
step to the solution of equations, and is used again and again in various ways
until it has come to be a familiar and indispensable tool." Altogether, the exposi;

'

'

^

Elements of Algebra. By Wooster Woodruff Beman, Professor of Mathematics in the UniDavid Eugene Smith, Principal of the State Normal School at BrockNew York. Boston: Ginn & Company. 1900. Pages, 430. Price, $1.12.

versity of Michigan, and
port,
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tion
lift

is

as practical as

it is

rigorous.

our high-school instruction

to

The use

more

of

books of

rational planes,

this type will

and

it

is

to

do much

to

be hoped that

